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M. Waronek

Unequal Pay Measures Are Inequitable
for Workers, Harmful for Patients and
Risky for Our Communities
SEIU-UHW has filed 10 risky and inequitable ballot initiatives in 10 cities aimed for the November
2022 ballot.
n Anaheim
n Downey

n Los Angeles
n Inglewood

n Long Beach
n Monterey Park

n Culver City
n Baldwin Park

n Duarte
n Lynwood

These measures would set new, arbitrary pay requirements for some health care workers in some
health care facilities in only these cities, while excluding thousands of health care workers doing
the same jobs. We all agree health care workers are heroes, but these measures are deeply flawed,
inequitable, and will hurt workers and patients.
Here’s why a broad coalition of health care providers and community organizations oppose these
measures:

Measures are inequitable, arbitrary and
discriminatory.
n The measures would set a new $25/hr minimum wage standard for certain workers at

private hospitals, hospital-based facilities and dialysis clinics, but completely exclude
workers who do the exact same job at public hospitals, clinics, and health care
facilities, including all University of California and county hospitals and clinics.

n The measures also completely exclude workers at health care facilities not affiliated
with hospitals, including community health clinics, Planned Parenthood clinics, nursing
homes, medical centers, and more.
n The measures apply to non-clinical workers like janitors, housekeepers and
landscapers at hospital-based facilities, but exclude clinical workers like nursing
assistants, medical technicians, and other workers in non-covered facilities.
n In fact, the vast majority of health care workers in each city are excluded by the
measures.

Measures deepen inequities in our health care
system and jeopardize access to care.
n These measures mandate higher wages for workers at private health care facilities

but provide zero increases for workers at public hospitals and smaller clinics that
primarily serve uninsured and disadvantaged communities. This will lead to workforce
shortages at smaller clinics and public health care facilities, jeopardizing access
and quality of care for Southern California’s most disadvantaged and already
underserved communities.
n Because these measures would significantly increase costs by hundreds of millions of
dollars every year for health care providers already struggling due to the pandemic,
they will force many hospitals, clinics, and other providers in Southern California to cut
back services or even close, putting patients at risk and forcing them to travel farther
for vital services like maternity care, behavioral health, cancer care, and more.

Measures would increase costs to consumers
and patients who are already struggling to make
ends meet.
n These measures would increase health care costs throughout Southern California by

hundreds of millions of dollars every year – translating to higher costs for insurance
and medical copays for families already struggling to deal with the high cost of living.

Measures put city bureaucrats in charge of
policing wages.
n City officials are having a difficult time addressing pressing problems like

homelessness, crime, and high housing prices. The last thing we should do is put
these same city governments in charge of enforcing arbitrary and inequitable wage
policies for thousands of employees when they are struggling to address core issues
that affect everyone.

Health care workers receive strong pay and
benefits that reflect and recognize their
special role.
n Hospitals and health care providers go to great lengths to pay all health care workers

competitive, living wages with strong benefits.
n In fact, the average nurse working in a Southern California hospital earns $57 per hour,
the average clinical worker earns $28 per hour, and the average non-clinical worker in
a hospital earns approximately $18 per hour.
n We all agree health care workers are heroes. But these deeply flawed measures are
inequitable, costly and will jeopardize access to care for patients.

Arbitrary Exclusions Are Inequitable
& Make No Sense
INCLUDED

EXCLUDED

Clinician at private hospital

Clinician at county hospital

Patient care technician at dialysis clinic

Patient care technician at Planned Parenthood
clinic

Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) at private
hospital

Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) at public hospital

Aide at private hospital-based clinic

Aide at community clinic (FQHC)

Technician at private hospital

Technician at county hospital

Maintenance worker at private hospital

Maintenance worker at public hospital

Janitorial or housekeeping staff at private hospital

Janitorial or housekeeping staff at county hospital

Groundskeeper at private dialysis clinic

Groundskeeper at community clinic

Security guard at private hospital

Security guard at University of California hospital

Food service worker at private hospital

Food service worker at county hospital

Laundry worker at private hospital

Laundry worker at public hospital

Pharmacy worker at private hospital

Pharmacy worker at University of California hospital

Administrative worker at private dialysis clinic

Administrative worker at public dialysis clinic

Business office clerical worker at hospital-based
clinic

Business office clerical worker at community clinic
(FQHC)

FQHC: Federally Qualified Health Center

www.NoUnequalPay.com

Ad paid for by California Hospitals Committee on Issues, (CHCI) sponsored by California Association of Hospitals and
Health Systems (CAHHS)
Committee major funding from
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc and the Hospitals
Dignity Health
California Association of Hospitals and Health Systems

2022 Policy Platform
Our Purpose
Is to provide coordination and to advance the common business interests of local Chambers of
Commerce within the South Bay region through collaboration and advocacy on issues of mutual
interest.
Our Vision
Is to enhance the region’s emerging role in the global economy through the South Bay’s diverse
industrial base and highly skilled workforce.
Our Mission
The South Bay Association of Chambers of Commerce (SBACC) is an association of Chambers of
Commerce dedicated to regional issue advocacy in the South Bay.
2022 Strategic Initiatives
Economic Recovery and Reopening
Objective- Advocate for policies that enhance California’s business climate and promote
entrepreneurship, job creation, and economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic for both
large corporations and small businesses.
o Labor Costs: SBACC supports striking a balance between employees’ expectations to be
treated fairly with employers’ abilities to stay in business.
o Workforce Development: SBACC supports training for the next generation workforce by
keeping a well-trained and prepared workforce is critical to the region’s economic vitality.
As technologies are developed workers will need a new range of skills.
o Wage Laws and Taxation: Support equitable, sustainable tax system that lessens the burden
on the business community and work towards fair reopening / recovery strategy that do not
overly burden the small businesses in the South Bay.
o Worker’s Compensation: Advocate restructuring of the worker’s compensation formulas to
allow small business to remain competitive despite new reopening laws both locally and
statewide.
Resources and Regional Infrastructure
Objective- Ensuring the State of California sustains an up-to-date infrastructure system which
keeps our businesses and communities thriving. A solid commitment to infrastructure
investment from federal, state, and local partners is critical to South Bay's economic vitality.
o Transportation Infrastructure: SBACC supports transportation infrastructure projects,
including broadband and supply chain investments which increases mobility on the
region’s roadways and overall transportation system and aide our good movement sector.

o Energy Infrastructure: SBACC advocate for reliable sources of affordable and diverse
energy production. Industry requires flexibility to determine the best energy solutions
while at the same time long term planning necessitates stability in our energy markets.
o Water Infrastructure: SBACC support projects that secure California’s water supplies. It is
critical to the South Bay business community that we actively support public policies to
ensure the long-term reliability of water supplies from both the State Water Project and
the Colorado River and support public policies that protect local investments in reliable,
drought-resilient.
Housing and Homeless
Objective- Support policies and regulatory frameworks that promote the highest and best land
use practices for meeting California’s housing, community infrastructure, recreation, business
facility, and open space needs while preserving the quality of life in the South Bay through a
robust eye towards local control.
o Homeless Housing: Advocate for housing that incorporates components of housing for
veterans and the homeless to better revitalize the South Bay’s commercial corridors.
o Mental Health: Advocate for getting chronically homeless individuals off the streets and into
permanent housing, where they can access services to address mental and physical
problems.
o Workforce Housing: Support a diversified housing stock that can allow for middle class
workers to afford to live near their place of employment and incentivizes companies to
locate in the South Bay.
Aerospace and Defense Industry
Objective- Ensure the aerospace industry remains a key economic sector in the South Bay.
o The Los Angeles Air Force Base (LAAFB) - Continue to pursue programs and efforts to keep
the LAAFB in the South Bay, including a formal P4 partnership and the further
development of the Base Retention Committee.
o Workforce - Continue to promote programs that retain and create aerospace jobs in our
region and ensure that the industry has the necessary skilled workforce through
educational programs.
2022 POLICY PLATFORM
§

§
§
§

Aviation: SBACC supports programs that capitalize on our region’s innovative aerospace
industry and projects that improve movement of passengers and cargo in and out of local
airports.
Ballot Initiatives: SBACC supports fiscally sound ballot measures that address critical needs
and realistically have taken into account the possible impacts on our economy.
Budgeting: SBACC supports transparent budget decisions that are based on realistic
projections with long-term goals in mind.
Education: SBACC supports educational training, workforce development and skilled labor
programs to assist South Bay businesses to meet future workforce demands.

§
§
§
§

§
§
§

§
§
§
§
§

§
§

§

§
§

Energy: SBACC supports reliable sources of affordable and diverse energy supplies,
including renewable sources and conservation.
Environmental Regulations: SBACC supports regulatory reforms that fully consider
environment impacts but are not misused against projects as political strategies.
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)- Champions the modernization to CEQA to
limit abuse.
Goods Movement: SBACC supports projects to improve the delivery of goods throughout
our region to allow imports and exports to affordably flow through our region cost
effectively and environmentally efficient.
International Trade: SBACC supports trade and tourism initiatives to spur commerce and
to strengthen the region’s leading position in the global economy.
Labor Costs: SBACC supports striking a balance between employees’ expectations to be
treated fairly with employers’ abilities to stay in business.
Land Use: SBACC supports a balanced approach to addressing workforce housing
demands, creating new jobs, protecting industrial and commercial zones as well as
preserving open space and our unique quality of life.
Los Angeles Air Force Base: SBACC supports retaining the Air Force Base here in the South
Bay.
Litigation: SBACC supports reforms to California’s litigious environment so employers and
public agencies are protected against costly, frivolous lawsuits.
Pensions: SBACC supports reducing the public’s tax liability on unrealistic, unfunded
pension plans and encourages long term remedies to ensure fiscal health.
Taxation: SBACC supports reducing the high tax burden on businesses as well as a tax/fee
structure that does not put South Bay businesses at a competitive disadvantage.
Telecommunications: SBACC supports growth of technology to provide our region with
access to all forms of communication tools to enhance the South Bay’s diverse job sectors
as well as the military, residents, and schools.
Transporation: SBACC supports innovative funding solutions to accommodate increased
mobility on the region’s roadways and overall transportation system.
Waste Mangement : SBACC supports realistic, fair and consistent water discharge
requirements as well as policies on solid waste management so that the collection,
transport, processing and disposal of solid waste is conducted with minimal impacts to our
beaches and businesses.
Water: SBACC supports a long-term, comprehensive state water plan that is reliable and
includes conservation, new supply, reclamation, storage and conveyance that is equitable
for all Californians.
Workplace Standards: SBACC supports efforts to make California’s workplace standards
more competitive with the rest of the nation.
Workforce Training: The SBACC supports efforts for federal workforce training as a
cornerstone for a successful reopening strategy.
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A

fter two years dominated by COVID-19, the first half of 2022 has brought a
new challenge—elevated global inflation spurred by lingering supply-chain
disruption and Russia's war in Ukraine that has sent prices soaring. In addition,
increasingly extreme weather due to climate change is leading to more severe
heatwaves, drought conditions, and worsening wildfires, which are placing a massive
new strain on the state's electrical grid. Despite these challenges, California continues
to move forward and its continued success comes from the creativity and ingenuity of
its people, years of smart public investments, and continued fiscal responsibility.
The Budget provides over $17 billion in relief to millions of Californians to help offset rising
costs, and reflects an accelerated minimum wage increase, effective January 1, 2023.
The Budget adds substantial investments to address homelessness and behavioral
health challenges and includes funding to make neighborhoods safer. It also supports
additional protection from the impacts of wildfire and drought.
The Budget makes a massive multi-year commitment to the state's infrastructure—
funding schools, higher education, broadband infrastructure, and a clean
transportation system to assure California's success for generations to come. Finally, the
Budget includes critical actions to maintain energy reliability, creating a strategic
reserve, protecting ratepayers, and accelerating clean energy projects.
The Budget reflects California values—defending a woman's right to choose,
expanding access to health care for all Californians, and protecting the state's most
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vulnerable residents. It reshapes California public schools, and it expands access to the
state's colleges and universities.
The Budget continues to build resiliency and prepare the state for an uncertain future
by banking $37.2 billion in budgetary reserves, prepaying billions of dollars in state debts
and making supplemental deposits into reserve funds. The Budget allocates 93 percent
of the discretionary surplus for one-time purposes.

BROAD-BASED RELIEF
While wages have increased for high-income taxpayers, and corporate profits have
surged, the COVID-19 Pandemic has caused economic hardship for many families over
the past two years. Compounding this dynamic, inflation, at its highest rates in 40 years,
is eroding the ability of low- and middle-income households to cover everyday needs.
To further address rising prices and return tax proceeds to Californians, a central
component of the Budget is an over $17 billion broad-based relief package. Its
centerpiece is a refund of up to $1,050 that will benefit millions of Californians based on
income level and the size of household. The relief package also includes increased
grants for the state's lowest income families and individuals, and additional funding for
food banks.
The relief package includes funding for rental assistance, payments for outstanding
utility arrearages built up during the pandemic, and covers all family fees for subsidized
child care and preschool programs. The relief package also continues health care
subsidies for the middle class if federal subsidies expire, and includes retention
bonus payments for thousands of health care workers. Finally, the package targets
relief to small businesses by including a one-year suspension of the state sales tax on
diesel, and provides additional grants to small businesses negatively impacted by the
COVID-19 Pandemic.

ADDRESSING IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate change continues to drive extreme weather across the state, resulting in
extreme heat events, severe drought, and worsening wildfires. These conditions are
placing a massive new strain on the electrical grid, and new investments are needed
to strengthen energy reliability. Building off of the $15 billion allocated last year, the
Budget allocates an additional $39 billion over five years toward climate resilience and
integrated climate, equity, and economic opportunity across the state's budget to
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mobilize a coordinated government-wide response to the climate crisis. The Budget
makes historic investments to expand zero-emission vehicles, climate innovation and
opportunities for quality jobs, including encouraging lithium production in California. As
referenced in the Climate Change Chapter, the Budget integrates climate actions
across program areas with additional funding to support the state's climate goals in
transportation, housing, health, schools, and job training.

DROUGHT AND WATER RESILIENCE
This winter, a record-breaking lack of precipitation pushed California into its third
consecutive year of drought. The Budget allocates $1.2 billion to immediate drought
support, including efforts to encourage conservation. The Budget includes an
additional $1.5 billion that is deferred for allocation later this summer for long-term water
resilience. The Budget also includes $75 million to support grants to farming and related
businesses negatively impacted by the drought, subject to further legislation.

ENERGY
Recent supply chain disruptions, tariff issues, and other factors are slowing the
development of new clean energy installations in California, jeopardizing the timely
development of projects needed for reliability. At the same time nuclear and gas-fired
energy production capacity is scheduled to retire, new extreme weather patterns are
causing even more stress on the state's energy grid. New wildfire hardening and
transmission costs also are placing additional upward pressure on electricity rates that
are already rising significantly over the next few years.
To address this, the Budget allocates $4.3 billion and includes critical actions to allow
the state to provide reliability insurance through the development of a strategic
reserve, protection to ratepayers, and accelerated deployment of clean energy
projects. The Budget also includes an additional $3.8 billion that is deferred for
allocation later this summer to further reliability, affordability, and accelerate the state's
clean energy future.

WILDFIRES
The Budget includes $1.2 billion in additional actions to continue building forest and
wildfire resilience statewide, including $530 million that will be allocated in the summer
pending additional discussions with the Legislature. The Budget also includes significant
new CAL FIRE staffing and fire protection operational enhancements to expand the
state's wildfire response capacity. The additional $671.4 million ($662.9 million General
Fund) will add 1,265 new positions and expand fire crews, air attack operations, and
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provide for additional relief for CAL FIRE staff to meet the demands of wildland
firefighting in a changing climate.

EDUCATION AND PARENTS AGENDA
The Budget includes total funding of $128.6 billion for K-12 education, reflecting
$22,893 per pupil ($16,993 K-12 Proposition 98 General Fund). In addition to this funding,
the Budget includes $5.1 billion General Fund for K-12 school facilities, including new
preschool and transitional kindergarten facilities.
The Budget includes $35.8 billion Proposition 98 funds above the 2021 Budget Act for
K-14 education, enabling further progress in reshaping California public schools to make
them more student- and family-centered. To make this a reality, the Budget includes
more funding for community schools and universal high-quality school meals. It also
accelerates full funding for extended learning opportunities that will provide families the
opportunity for a 9-hour day filled with developmentally appropriate academics and
enrichment, including six weeks during the summer. The COVID-19 Pandemic has
strained school communities and the Budget invests in an initiative to support K-12
schools with meaningful community engagement and to provide intensive learning
supports.
California continues to extend universal transitional kindergarten to all four-year-olds,
and to expand the state's subsidized child care system. The Budget includes
$100.5 million to develop and renovate child care facilities, includes adjustment factor
updates for the State Preschool program to reshape this program to serve
three-year-olds and children with disabilities, and temporarily extends family fee waivers
and reimburses subsidized child care and state preschool providers based on maximum
authorized care.

CHILDREN'S BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
The COVID-19 Pandemic left many Californians feeling isolated, especially children and
youth. Last year the Budget included $4.4 billion over multiple years to transform
California's behavioral health system for all California children and youth. The Budget
includes an additional $290 million over three years to address the most urgent needs
and emergent issues in children's mental health. As the state continues to implement a
new behavioral health system for children and youth, this proposal will support grants to
deliver well-being and mindfulness programs, as well as parent support education
programs. This proposal will also fund grants to support children and youth at increased
risk of suicide and a youth suicide crisis response pilot program. The funding will also
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establish a center for researching, evaluating, and applying innovative new
technologies to improve youth mental health, enabling California to maximize the
positive impact of emerging technology on the social and emotional well-being of
children and youth, and minimize the harm these technologies cause by focusing on
their use to improve assessment, supports, and treatment.

EXPANDING OPPORTUNITY AND STRENGTHENING CALIFORNIA'S FUTURE
HIGHER EDUCATION
Earlier this year, the Administration finalized five-year compacts with the University of
California and California State University systems and a five-year roadmap with the
California Community College system. These partnerships are designed to expand
access, close equity gaps, and promote student success. They are focused on
improving time-to-degree completion and reducing students' total cost of attendance.
The compacts also focus on better connecting students to careers by strengthening
occupational pathways that improve student economic mobility and better aligning
student learning objectives to the state's workforce needs.
The Budget makes new investments that will strengthen career pathways and support
the next generation of innovations in California by making lasting infrastructure
investments at the state's universities. The Budget also furthers access and equity to
higher education by expanding the Cal Grant program for students attending
non-profit private universities and, starting in 2024-25, further expands the Cal Grant
entitlement by removing barriers so that more students are eligible for Cal Grant
awards.

HEALTH CARE
California has advanced multiple measures in recent years to improve health care
affordability—expanding Covered California premium subsidies for the middle class;
increasing access to Medi-Cal for children, young adults, and older adults regardless of
immigration status; providing greater coverage for preventative services; and taking
actions to reduce prescription drug costs.
The Budget will make California the first state to realize the goal of universal access to
health coverage for all income-eligible Californians by closing a key gap in Medi-Cal
coverage for individuals ages 26 to 49, regardless of immigration status. The Budget also
continues progress in improving health care affordability by establishing the Office of
Health Care Affordability, charged with increasing the transparency of
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pricing, developing specific cost targets for different sectors of the health care industry,
and imposing financial consequences for entities failing to meet these targets.
If the federal government does not extend the federal health insurance premium
subsidies, the Budget proposes $304 million to re-instate state-supported Covered
California premium subsidies for the middle class. The Budget also includes $100.7 million
to develop and manufacture low-cost biosimilar insulin products to increase availability
and affordability of insulin in the state.
And while other states seek to limit women’s ability to receive reproductive care, the
Budget provides over $200 million to expand access to reproductive healthcare
services, improve clinical infrastructure, and expand the workforce in reproductive
healthcare services. These investments are primarily focused on grants to reproductive
health providers to provide abortion care and reproductive health education and
information.

INFRASTRUCTURE
The Budget includes a multi-year commitment of $47 billion in state funds for
infrastructure. This includes funding to accelerate the transition to zero-emission
vehicles, modernize the state's transportation system, promote energy innovation and
reliability, advance the state's housing goals, reduce wildfire risk to communities, and to
support drought resiliency and response. The Budget includes additional funding to
build more housing for homeless individuals, for greater access to broadband
connectivity, for school facilities and libraries, and for university facilities.
These unprecedented investments are on top of the billions in new federal funding from
the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act that will support transportation, broadband
and other infrastructure projects over the next five years. Every $1 billion invested in
infrastructure is expected to create approximately 13,000 quality jobs in California.
TRANSPORTATION
The Budget includes $14.8 billion for regional transit and rail projects; to support the
continued development of a first-in-the-nation, electrified high-speed rail system in
California; bicycle and pedestrian projects; and climate adaptation projects, with a
focus on aligning the state's transportation system with its climate goals.
The Budget also includes $6.1 billion (General Fund, Proposition 98 General
Fund, federal funds, and Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund) over five years for
zero-emission vehicles, which builds on last year's unprecedented zero-emission
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package, for a total of $10 billion to advance California's climate and transportation
goals.
HOUSING
Since 2019, California has invested significantly in affordable housing development
throughout the state, and has enacted laws to hold local jurisdictions accountable
for meeting their regional housing needs. The Budget builds upon the $10.3 billion
housing investment made last year with a focus on aligning housing goals and climate
goals.
Namely, the Budget includes an additional $2 billion over two years to accelerate the
development of affordable housing. Building this housing near jobs, schools, and other
amenities reduces commutes and greenhouse gas emissions. The Budget also includes
significant investments to help low-income Californians build wealth and achieve the
dream of home ownership.

HOMELESSNESS AND BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
Last year, the state allocated a $12 billion multi-year investment for local governments
to build housing and provide critical supports and homelessness services. The
Budget includes an additional $3.4 billion General Fund over three years to continue
the state’s efforts by investing in immediate behavioral health housing and treatment,
as well as encampment cleanup grants, and extends for an additional year support for
local government efforts. These investments are intended to serve as a bridge to other
related efforts such as Homekey and California Advancing and Innovating Medi-Cal
(CalAIM), which will redesign Medi-Cal to better serve Californians, including individuals
experiencing homelessness, and provide long-term care.
The Budget reflects funding for a new court process to assist people living with
untreated schizophrenia or other psychotic disorders with funding for state
department and Judicial Branch costs associated with the new Community Assistance,
Recovery and Empowerment (CARE) Court process. The Administration continues to
work with the Judicial Council and counties to estimate costs associated with this new
court process. In addition, the Budget includes significant investments in community
treatment and care for individuals suffering from mental illness who are deemed
incompetent to stand trial. The Budget also allocates opioid settlement funds, expands
medication assisted treatment, and expands community-based mobile crises services.
All of these investments will better serve individuals experiencing mental illness and
substance use disorders.
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To support the implementation of these and other efforts, the Budget also includes
$1.5 billion to invest in a multi-pronged effort to develop and train thousands of new
care economy workers, including various mental health professionals and 25,000 new
community health workers.

SAFER COMMUNITIES
COVID-19 AND PUBLIC HEALTH
The state continues its science- and data-driven fight against COVID-19. The Budget
adds an additional $1.1 billion to continue to implement the Administration's SMARTER
plan, including additional funding to support school testing, increase vaccination rates,
and expand and sustain efforts to protect public health at the border.
To expand the state's ability to protect public health and address social determinants of
health, the Budget includes $300 million ongoing General Fund for the Department of
Public Health and local health jurisdictions. The Budget also includes major ongoing
investments to modernize public health data systems that have been critical during the
COVID-19 Pandemic.

PUBLIC SAFETY
Personal safety is one of the most basic needs—and expectations—of all Californians.
The Budget includes funding to bolster local law enforcement response to organized
retail theft crime, as well as to assist local prosecutors in holding perpetrators
accountable. The Budget expands the California Highway Patrol's retail theft task force
and also includes funding for the Attorney General to prosecute organized retail theft
crimes, lead anti-crime task forces throughout the state, and establish a new Fentanyl
Enforcement Program. Additionally, the Budget expands fentanyl drug interdiction
efforts led by the California Military Department.
The Budget includes additional investments to support officer wellness and protect
victims of crimes, including a major expansion of victim services starting in 2024-25.

BUDGET RESILIENCE AND LOOKING AHEAD
The Budget continues building reserves, eliminating budgetary debt,
reducing retirement liabilities, and focusing on one-time spending over ongoing
investments to maintain structurally balanced budgets over the long term.
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Given the record high inflationary conditions facing the country, the Budget includes
an added inflation adjustment beginning in 2023-24 to reflect that state services are
likely to cost more than currently estimated. The Budget also continues to focus on
allocating the vast majority of the discretionary surplus to one-time investments that can
be adjusted in future years, if needed. The Budget is projected to be structurally
balanced in 2025-26, the last year in the multi-year forecast.
The Budget includes $37.2 billion in budgetary reserves. These reserves include:
$23.3 billion in the Proposition 2 Budget Stabilization Account (Rainy Day Fund) for fiscal
emergencies; $9.5 billion in the Public School System Stabilization Account; $900 million
in the Safety Net Reserve; and $3.5 billion in the state’s operating reserve. The Rainy Day
Fund is now at its constitutional maximum (10 percent of General Fund revenues)
requiring $465 million to be dedicated for infrastructure investments in 2022-23. Over the
multi-year forecast period, the Budget reflects $8 billion in supplemental deposits split
evenly between the Rainy Day Fund and the Safety Net Reserve. These deposits are
above what is constitutionally required.
To further build budget resiliency, the Budget includes a $4.9 billion multi-year plan to
prepay callable general obligation bonds, with a focus on variable rate bonds, and to
shift lease revenue bond-financed projects to cash. The Budget also estimates
supplemental payments to reduce state retirement liabilities of $3.4 billion in 2022-23
and an additional $7.5 billion projected over the next three years.
The State Appropriations Limit, or Gann Limit, caps the amount of revenues from
proceeds of taxes that can be appropriated by the state, which serves to constrain
state spending. Any excess revenues appropriated above the state's limit over a
two-year period must ultimately be reallocated evenly between schools and taxpayer
refunds. While at the May Revision, appropriations were estimated to be below the
State Appropriations Limit in the 2020-21 and 2021-22 fiscal years by a small margin, the
Budget projects the state to be $11 billion below the limit for this two-year period. This
projection is based on statutory changes enacted as part of the Budget, which includes
expanding the definition of state subventions that must first be accounted for in local
limits and revising levels of excluded spending in 2021-22. The 2022-23 fiscal year is also
estimated to be below the limit as a result of these changes.
Committing to additional ongoing spending would make it much more difficult for the
state to meet all of its constitutional obligations, even if the economy grows faster than
forecast, due to the State Appropriations Limit. Given the uncertain future, the Budget
includes the enactment of a limited number of ongoing proposals, subject to a
determination in the spring of 2024 that the General Fund can support these policies
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over the multi-year forecast. These policies include: an income tax credit associated
with union membership, an increase in the CalWORKs maximum aid payment,
expanding who is eligible for Medi-Cal by making modifications to share of cost,
continuous enrollment of children ages zero through 4 years in Medi-Cal, full
pass-through of eligible child support payments to families on CalWORKs, expansion of
the Cal Grant entitlement, elimination of restitution fines, and services for victims of
crime.
The efforts to maintain a balanced budget over the long-term will minimize disruptions
to critical programs such as education and health care when revenues decline.
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